Here we study cell proliferation and apoptosis when individual cellular behaviors, such as cell death or cell two cell populations with different levels of dMyc are proliferation. However, the properties of entire cell confronted with each other in the epithelium of the Drogroups can only in part be predicted from adding up sophila wing. We show that the clonal proliferation bethose of individual cells. The ultimate understanding of havior of cells exhibiting a set amount of dMyc is tissue development and organ function will require a strongly influenced by surrounding cells if these express better knowledge of how cellular behaviors are intercondifferent amounts: cells with lower levels of dMyc are nected. Understanding the coordination of cell death eliminated by apoptosis while cells with higher levels of and cell proliferation within multicellular communities dMyc proliferate more. This rule also holds when the is a challenging task, especially in systems with high lower level of dMyc is set at wild-type and when the plasticity where changes in one process have an impact difference in levels vis-à -vis surrounding cells is merely on the extent of the other. two-fold. We further find that cells with higher dMyc Such a plastic system is exemplified by the phenomelevels overproliferate at the expense of cells with lower non known as "cell competition" (Morata and Ripoll, levels, and thus no morphological alterations arise. 
Results

Closer examination of this process along the apicalbasal axis of the epithelium revealed that out-competed cells are basally extruded (Figures 1G-1I). This observaCompetition between Wild-Type Cells and Cells Expressing Reduced Levels of dMyc
tion suggests that the prevalent mechanism by which apoptotic cells are removed from imaginal discs is epiClones of cells mutant for the hypomorphic dmyc allele dmyc P0 grow poorly if situated among wild-type imaginal thelial extrusion rather than phagocytosis (Rosenblatt et al., 2001 ). cells and are often lost from the disc epithelium (Johnston et al., 1999). In contrast, dmyc P0 mutant cells are viable when situated among cells of the same mutant Competition between Wild-Type Cells and Cells Expressing Elevated Levels of dMyc genotype (e.g., in dmyc P0 mutant animals, which normally survive to adulthood), suggesting that their elimiOne potential interpretation of the above-described experiment is that cell competition is brought about by nation from wild-type tissues is caused by the process of cell competition (Morata and Ripoll, 1975 ; Simpson the apposition of cells exhibiting different levels of dMyc, and that cells with lower levels are eliminated by and Morata, 1981) .
Cell competition was first described for cells heterozycells with higher levels. However, it is also possible that dmyc mutations severely compromise imaginal cells gous for Minute mutations, which are thought to impair ribosome biogenesis and hence protein synthesis (Lamsuch that they are too weak to sustain clonal growth and eventually die. A more compelling case for the view bertsson, 1998). It has recently been shown that cell competition relies on the upregulation of the JNK signalthat cells with different dMyc levels undergo cell competition would thus be a situation in which the out-coming pathway followed by programmed cell death (Moreno Figures 1D-1F) . We interpret these observations as a animals in which cells that carry two, three, or four copies of the wild-type dmyc gene are apposed. first indication that normal levels of dMyc are required in all imaginal disc cells to prevent cell competition.
Using an X-chromosomal tandem duplication encompassing dmyc in combination with Flp-mediated mitotic During this and previous studies on cell competition, we have never observed engulfment of apoptotic cells.
recombination at the base of the X chromosome, we (E) Twenty-four clones like the ones described in (B) were analyzed (12 4xdmyc and 12 2xdmyc siblings). The average values of 14Ј206 pixels/ clone and 3Ј043 pixels/clone are plotted. The Mann-Whitney test showed that there is a significant difference in clone size between the two classes (p Ͻ 0.000, Z ϭ Ϫ3.522). (F) Eighteen clones like the ones described in (C) were analyzed (9 2xGFP clones and 9 0xGFP siblings).
The average values of 5Ј271 pixels/clone and 5Ј801 pixels/clone are plotted. The Mann-Whitney test showed that there is no significant difference in clone size between the two classes (p ϭ 0.825, Z ϭ Ϫ0.221). There is a significant size difference, however, between the 4xdmyc/ 2xGFP clones in (F) versus those in (E) (p ϭ 0.004, Z ϭ Ϫ2.843). These 4xdmyc/2xdmyc experiments were also analyzed by counting cell numbers in clones rather than area of clones (and also with a reversed arrangement of markers) and yielded essentially the same results (not shown). This indicates that the different clone sizes of 4xdmyc and 2xdmyc cells do not simply reflect differences in cell size. In our quantitative image analysis, we measured average cell sizes of 66,46 pixels/cell (for 4xdmyc cells), 63,67 pixels/cell (for 3xdmyc cells), and 63,58 pixels/ cell (for 2xdmyc cells). generated sibling clones composed of cells with four or 4xdmyc cells only overproliferate when surrounded by cells with fewer copies of dmyc. two copies of the endogenous dmyc gene (see Experimental Procedures). Since these paired clones are deThe use of a tandem duplication to create cells with increased gene expression has several advantages over rived from the same recombination event, and are thus always of the same age, their relative growth can be transgenic approaches, such as faithfulness in transcriptional regulation and defined moderate changes directly compared.
We observed that the clones of cells homozygous for in transcriptional levels. This system bears a potential caveat, however, as the tandem duplication covering the tandem duplication of dmyc (referred to as 4xdmyc) were significantly larger than their wild-type sibling dmyc (Dp(1;1)Co) harbors about a dozen additional genes, and their increase in copy number might contribclones (with two copies of dmyc, referred to as 2xdmyc clones, Figures 2B and 2E; see legend for quantitative ute to the competition behavior of 4xdmyc clones. To address this possibility, we generated a new set of and statistical analyses). Interestingly, the 4xdmyc clones were also larger than control clones that were clones homozygous for a derivative of Dp(1;1)Co in which one of the two dmyc genes was inactivated (see induced simultaneously in different animals in which all cells carried four copies of dmyc ( Figures 2C and 2F) .
Experimental Procedures). Such control cells failed to out-compete surrounding cells, indicating that the amLikewise, the 2xdmyc clones were not only smaller than their 4xdmyc siblings, but also smaller than control plification of dmyc copies is essential for homozygous Dp(1;1)Co cells to overproliferate. 2xdmyc clones growing in a background where all cells had two copies of dmyc (Figures 2A and 2D ). These
To support our assumption that the heritable difference of dmyc expression alone is responsible to cause observations demonstrate that clonal growth depends on the properties of the cellular environment. The competition in the above-described system, we created grammed to express Puc and p35, a combination of caspases are important steps for wild-type cells to be out-competed by cells expressing higher levels of dMyc. inhibitors that we have previously observed to be the most effective means to block apoptosis. In the anterior compartment ("A"), which served as a control, 2xdmyc
Relief of Competition by Extracellular Factors
From the results presented so far, it can be concluded clones grew significantly smaller than their 4xdmyc twins (Figures 5B-5D) or were even lost, consistent with that wing imaginal disc cells expressing dMyc at higher levels than their neighbors compete and proliferate more the results obtained above. In the P compartment, where apoptosis was suppressed, such 2xdmyc clones were successfully. This behavior relies in part on the ability of dMyc high expressors to elicit programmed cell death less affected and grew larger ( Figures 5B-5D ). The opposite behavior was observed for the 4xdmyc clones; in low expressors and on the ability of dMyc to stimulate protein synthesis. One possible mechanism cells could these grew less in the P compartment than in the A compartment ( Figures 5B-5D ). In a control experiment, use to compare their relative dMyc levels is information exchange via direct cell-cell communication. An alternawe found that blocking apoptosis did not affect proliferation rates of 2xdmyc cells in a homotypic environment tive explanation is that cells compete-with differential success-for limiting amounts of extracellular factors ( Figure 5E ). Hence we infer that one mechanism by which cells with higher dMyc levels achieve overproliferby actively internalizing them. Since we presently lack evidence to support the first hypothesis, but have preation is by causing apoptosis of cells with lower dMyc levels.
viously observed a situation supporting the latter (Moreno Here we find that cells with lower dmyc levels also die by apoptosis protein synthesis even in otherwise wild-type cells. Consistent with this view, we find that dMyc loses its ability and that in the course of doing so they are basally extruded from the epithelium. In both cases, apoptosis is to confer super-competitor properties to dmyc-overexpressing cells if the protein synthesis machinery is conpreceded by, and dependent on, the upregulation of JNK signaling. Interestingly, we observe in our 4xdmyc/ comitantly weakened. Larvae of all genotypes were subjected to a heat shock for 15 min with or without puc-lacZ E69 were subjected to a 25 min heat shock at 37ЊC and harvested 72 hr later. To induce the GFP marker, larvae at 37ЊC and discs were dissected after 48, 72, and 90 hr.
